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ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	
2020 in tune! 

 
 
The Sottovoce Ensemble is an unusual vocal quartet: founded by young high school students at the end 
of their studies in 2011, this ensemble has been able to perpetuate and develop thanks to the strong 
support of thousands of people and spectators across France and the world. 
 
2020 marks the start of our ninth musical season. This ninth act, we wanted to build it in continuity: by 
extending and continuing to develop the three main programs of the past years (A Cappella, Organ & 
Voice, Eternal Light), while integrating a renewed and redesigned workforce around talented musicians 
and singers who will give the whole a new fabric without making it lose either its characteristics or its 
identity. 
 
As we prepare for our tenth anniversary in 2021, we also wish to continue the creative work carried 
out as closely as possible to the composers who have trusted us (Michel Bosc, Memli Kelmendi, Nobuya 
Monta, Florent Gauthier) for almost ten years. We warmly thank them again, for all the progress we 
have made together. 
 
Passionate about travel and meetings, we are committed to giving the best of ourselves at each concert 
to offer the public an original and inspiring musical journey, across genres and eras. 
 
We are always happy to organize new projects, in France and around the world. Do not hesitate to 
contact us, we will study any artistic proposal with the best attention. 
 
Thank you very much for your interest in our work and see you soon! 
 
Contact with the ensemble: 
Tristan Fourault, administrator & singer. 
contact@ensemble-sottovoce.com (public/press) 
productions@ensemble-sottovoce.com (professionals/programmers) 
 
Headquarters: 
12 rue Alexandre Dumas, 22 000 Saint-Brieuc, FRANCE 
French entrepreneurs licenses 2-1122357 & 3-1122358  
 
Ensemble Sottovoce on social medias: 
 
 facebook.com/ensemble.sottovoce 
 
            twitter.com/esottovoce 
 
             youtube.com/c/ensemble.sottovoce 
 
             instagram.com/esottovoce 
 
             soundcloud.com/ensemble-sottovoce 



ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	
Our History	 

 
Founded in 2011, the Sottovoce Ensemble is a group which is characterized by a double characteristic. 
The first is to be a vocal quartet, and to understand only four permanent members. The second is that the 
Sottovoce Ensemble is made up of young semi-professional or professional singers and musicians. 
 

At the very beginning, a concert to finance an educational project: 
In early 2011, Angéline Johnston asked three friends to create a vocal ensemble to organize a concert, 
and raise funds to help a class from a primary school in Vannes (Brittany) finance a teaching trip to Paris. 
This first concert is held in the Saint Vincent Ferrier church in Vannes, on April 16, 2011. It is the beginning 
of the adventure for the Sottovoce Ensemble: the four singers, then high school students, decide to resume 
this program twice the following summer. 
 
A growing success through the years:  
En Juillet 2011, quelques mois après son premier concert,	l'Ensemble Sottovoce est invité à ouvrir le 
Festival "Chapelles en Concert" organisé par la Communauté «	Auray Tourisme	». 	L’Ensemble Sottovoce 
collabore par la suite avec de nombreux festivals à travers la France	:	le	Festival des 07 Chapelles en 
Arts de Guidel, le Festival "A Nau Voix" du Pouliguen (en 2013), le festival de la Baie des Caps d’Étables-
sur-Mer (en 2016), Les Musicales de Redon (en 2017), Les Folles Journées Polyphoniques (en 2018) ou 
encore le Festival Open Music de Saint-Quay-Portrieux (en 2019). Début 2020, l’Ensemble Sottovoce 
est convié dans le cadre de la saison musicale de l'église Saint-Merry à Paris. 
 
Depuis 2011, l'Ensemble Sottovoce s'est produit à plus de quarante reprises. L'initiative de chanter en 
ensemble réduit, idée peu commune et répandue en France, offre	au public une expérience inédite et 
spacialisée à travers un	répertoire varié, allant des prémises de la musique baroque jusqu’à l’époque 
contemporaine et des créations inédites. 
 
An adventure that is also built thanks to social networks:  
In July 2011, a few months after its first concert, the Sottovoce Ensemble is invited to open the "Chapels 
in Concert" Festival organized by the "Auray Tourisme" Community. The Ensemble Sottovoce 
subsequently collaborated with numerous festivals across France: the Festival des 07 Chapelles en Arts 
de Guidel, the Festival "A Nau Voix" in Pouliguen (in 2013), the Baie des Caps festival in Étables-sur-Mer 
(in 2016), Les Musicales de Redon (in 2017), Les Folles Journées Polyphonique (in 2018) or the Open 
Music Festival of Saint-Quay-Portrieux (in 2019). At the beginning of 2020, the Ensemble Sottovoce was 
invited to the musical season at Saint-Merry church in Paris.` 
 
SOTTOVOCE ENSEMBLE IN FEW NUMBERS1 : 
 
4 646 subscribers on YouTube 
Videos watched 1 332 501 times over the world 
40 concerts through France - 3 differents programmes currently performed. 
3 CDs - 1 ensemble witch works like no one, mixing amators, semi-professionals and professionals 
and financialy independant. 
More than ten exclusive creations, directly created with composers. 
 
 

 
1 On 31rst March, 2020. 



ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	
Vocal Quartet 

ANGÉLINE JOHNSTON 
Soprano 
 
An alumnus of the Masters of Sainte Anne d'Auray (from 2001 to 2011), 
Angéline has also been training in organ since 2004. She then joined the 
Lorient conservatory in lyric singing, with Didier Helleux and in choir 
direction with Fabrine Loret. 
	 
In September 2012, Angéline Johnston joined the lyrical singing class of 
Jacques Schwarz and the choir direction class of Rolandas Muléika at 
the Toulouse regional conservatory and followed in parallel a course in 
classical musicology. In 2017, she joined the regional conservatory of 
Tours in lyric singing class with Noémi Rime as well as the department of 
early music of Tours with Noémi Rime (baroque singing) and Jean-Luc 
Etienne (renaissance organ). 
 
Back in Brittany, Angéline is currently finishing her lyric singing course in 
a specialized cycle with Marie-Cécile Calmelet at the Saint Brieuc 
conservatory. She began jazz there with Jean-Philippe Lavergne, Krystian 
Sarrau and Xavier Garabedian. Angéline Johnston was able to be 
engaged as soloist and chorister in various vocal formations such as the 
baroque ensemble of Toulouse (conductor Michel Brun), the Antiphona 
Ensemble (conductor Rolandas Muléika), the choir of the Pays de la Loire 
National Orchestra (direction Valérie Fayet) and the Consonance 
ensemble (direction François Bazola). She had the opportunity to 
participate in the Baroque Meetings of Montfrin (direction Gabriel 
Garrido) and recently, operatic productions in the choirs of the opera 
festival of the Great South (The Abduction from the Seraglio by W.A 
Mozart). 
 
Angéline has been a founding member of the Sottovoce Ensemble since 
its creation in 2011. 
 

HÉLÈNE DE SAINT ROMAN 
Soprano 

 

Former master's student at Sainte-Anne d'Auray (2004-
2011) and student in the piano class of Brigitte Merer 
since 1999, Hélène de Saint Roman has participated in a 
large number of concerts as a chorister or soloist. She also 
participated in a master class with Alain Buet, professor of 
singing at the National Higher Conservatory of Music and 
Dance in Paris. In September 2011, she joined the Faculty 
of Medicine in Angers. From September 2012 to June 
2014, she joined the young choir of Angers under the 
direction of Sophie Siegler. In September 2014, she 
joined the Angers Regional Conservatory Choir. 

Hélène has been a founding member of the Sottovoce 
Ensemble since its creation in 2011. 



 

TRISTAN FOURAULT 
Tenor 
 
Trained at the Lorient Conservatory, Tristan began learning choral 
singing in choirs conducted by Fabrine Loret (2002-2012) before 
joining Strasbourg, where he entered the Conservatory with 
regional influence. 
 
Between 2014 and 2015, he obtained a scholarship and joined the 
Royal Holloway Choir, University of London, directed by Rupert 
Gough. Vocal ensemble of 24 singers considered one of the best 
mixed voice choirs in the UK. 
 
In the summer of 2019, Tristan joins the Mikrokosmos Choir, 
conducted by Loïc Pierre. An internationally renowned choir, 
Mikrokosmos is the guest of prestigious festivals and its shows are 
repeated many times, in France and around the world. 
	 
In addition to his many experiences as a singer, Tristan has been 
working in close collaboration with the Les Musicales de Redon 
festival since 2018. In 2019, Tristan created Noxe Productions, a 
distribution structure and a musical label promoting young 
ensembles, which works on the spatialization and enhancement of 
heritage through classical music, and in particular contemporary 
music. 
 
Tristan has been a founding member of the Sottovoce Ensemble 
since its creation in 2011. 
 

 
ADRIEN BÂTY 

Bass 
 

After studying at the CRR de Bordeaux and at the Maîtrise 
de Notre-Dame de Paris, Adrien joined the professional 
ensembles La Tempête and Les Métaboles with which he 
gained a wealth of experience in numerous festivals. Since 
his arrival in Brittany in 2016, he has joined the Mélisme (s) 
choir, the Rennes Opera choir, the Sonopsie ensemble and 
the Oxymore Octet. He also performs as an oratorio soloist: 
we could see him in 2018 in the passion according to Saint 
John by Jean-Sébastien Bach with the Baroque Ensemble 
of Rennes. He is currently improving with Agnès Brosset and 
Frédérique Lory. 

Adrien Bâty joined the Sottovoce Ensemble in March 
2020. 

 

 



ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	
Artistic team 

 
LAUDINE BIGNONET 
Titular pianist/Mezzo-soprano 
 
Laudine began piano and choral singing at the age of 9 and it 
was by joining Les Petits Chanteurs de la Cité led by Vincent 
Corlay that she discovered a passion for accompaniment and 
lyric singing. After a bac in Angers, she continued her training at 
the Conservatory of Tours with Marc Maier, Noémi Rime and 
Franck Leguerinel from where she graduated in 2018 for the 
piano and 2019 for the lyric song. At the same time, she trained 
as choir director with Les Petits Chanteurs de Brissac-Quincé. 
 
Passionate about the art of transmitting in all its forms, for her, 
music is not an objective but a means of exchange and personal 
development. Intermittent of the show in 2016, Laudine then 
worked as choirmaster and singer of the Adf-Bayard-Musique 
studios, accompanist and singer of the Sottovoce Ensemble and 
became choirmaster of the conservatory of Château-Gontier. In 
2019, she made her first steps in the world of opera as song 
director at the Grand Théâtre de Tours under the direction of 
Sandrine Abello and as a singer in the role of Didon in "Didon 
and Aeneas" by H. Purcell and in that of Cornélia in "Mission Jules 
César" an adaptation of the work of GF Handel by Franck 
Leguerinel. Currently, Laudine is guided by Sébastien Wonner, 
Jean-Michel Riether, Noémi Rime and Delphine Haidan to enrich 
her skills and exalt her curiosity 
. 

LOUISE AKILI 
Pianist 
 
Pianist Louise Akili, a graduate of the Conservatoire 
National Supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris, is 
currently following the training course for the piano teacher 
qualification certificate. She teaches piano at the Chopin 
Conservatory in the 15th arrondissement of Paris. 
 
Having received the precious advice of Cécile Emery, 
Macha Belooussova, Anne Le Bozec, Claire Désert, Hugues 
Leclère, Christian Ivaldi and Jeff Cohen, she enjoys playing 
as a soloist as well as training in chamber music and enjoys 
marriage of the arts, her activity as a dancer being one of 
the aspects. 
 
Curious to discover a varied repertoire, the young artist 
excels in a wide musical range ranging from the Baroque 
period to contemporary creation in all possible formations. 
 

 



MARTIN JASPARD 
Pianist 

Born in 2005, the young Martin Jaspard already has a very fine 
musical journey which shows the full extent of his talent. Currently 
studying in a specialized cycle of piano and music theory in 
Angers, he also follows the accompaniment class (2nd cycle) and 
is introduced to the history of music as well as to chamber music 
practice. 

Martin has already won several distinctions, in particular the 1st 
prize unanimously tied for the Mayenne national competition 
and the Nice Côte d'Azur international competition. he also won 
the price of the Departmental Council of the competition for the 
old manor in Normandy. 

Passionate about collective music, Martin plays both with 
orchestras (Schumann concerto) and singers. He has 
accompanied the Sottovoce Ensemble regularly since 2019. 

 

TEDDY GARBET 
Organist 
 
Teddy Garbet born in 1998 in Poitiers, he started playing the 
piano at the age of 8 in Annie Bagourd's class in Saumur. At 
the age of 9, he met Jean Marie Guegnard, choir conductor 
of the collegiate church of Chateau de Montreuil Bellay who 
took him up to the grandstand of the collegiate organ, it was 
then that he fell in love with the organ and ancient music. 
 
He then took organ and harpsichord lessons in Poitiers and 
Tours with the American organist Steve Viger in particular. In 
parallel with his musical studies, at the age of 15, he went to 
Strasbourg to learn the organ making. He came out at 18 with 
his organ builder diploma. Today, he is titular organist of the 
great organ of the collegiate church of Chateau de Montreuil 
Bellay, but also of the great organ of the Notre Dame de 
Bonne Nouvelle church in Lorient. 
 

  
Sottovoce Ensemble is also a technical team present by our side:: 
Nicolas HAEZEBAERT : sound engineer since 2016. 
Raphaël REALES : video caption since 2015. 
Francis PAYOL : photographe since 2019. 

More details on our website: 
en.ensemble-sottovoce.com/equipe 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	
Our programs 
Eternal Light 

Created in August 2019 in Brittany, Eternal Light is the latest installment in the Sottovoce Ensemble. This production 
gives pride of place to contemporary resonances, which weave the link with the secular sacred. At the crossroads 
of popular melodies (Bardos, Gjeilo, Whitacre) and sacred songs (Rutter, Arwyn, Vivaldi, Haendel) is the very 
foundation of vocal music: harmony, the plurality of vocal colors as the power of their resonances . Here they are 
explored through the different fields of light, approached spectrally. 

Our Eternal Light program also wishes to show the full extent of the palette offered by reduced vocal ensembles: 
here a vocal quartet consisting of a single singer per voice and a unique complement of timbres, which gives music 
its dimension so particular, this shade so singular, at the heart of our work since the constitution of the whole in 
2011. 

Technical elements : 
1H45 without intermission 
Staff of 4 singers & pianist.  
Repertoire	: Pieces by Robat Arwyn, Lájos Bardos, Dmitri Bornianski, Michel Bosc, Gabriel Fauré, Ola Gjeilo, 
Georg Friedrich Haendel,	Nicolas Haezbaert, Patrick Liebergen, Jean-Phlippe Rameau, John Rutter, John 
Tavener, Antonio Vivaldi, Eric Whitacre,	Andrew Lloyd Weber. 
Scene elements	: stage light, piano type Yamaha or higher. 
Price	: from 1,600 ¤ . 

Prices are indicative and given without tax. They do not include any ancillary costs, such as travel, accommodation 
and rental of instruments.prix sont indicatifs et donnés en hors taxe.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	
Our programs 
Orgue & Voix 

As a centuries-old instrument, the organ is a landmark and unconditional instrument of sacred music. Its impressive 
architecture as well as its particular tones have inspired generations of composers and faithful throughout the 
centuries. 

We initiated this program at the request of Jean-Paul Muller and the association of the Organ of the Sainte-
Bernadette-du-Kreisker church in Lorient (AOSBL), who wanted a musical moment uniting voice and organ to 
mark the inaugural season of the building's new baroque-inspired organ. To do so, we could conceive of counting 
on the active participation of organists Mickaël Gaborieau & Teddy Garbet to design a program from scratch. 

"Orgue & voix" delivers to the public a singular complementarity, surprising the audience by the harmonic power 
as by the palette of nuances of the pieces integrated into this program.  

Technical elements : 
1H20 without intermission 
Staff of 4 singers & organist.  
Repertoire	: Pieces by Jean-Sébastien Bach, Carl Philipp Emmanuel Bach, Dmitri Bornianski, André Campra, 
Marc-Antoine Charpentier, Daniel Danielis, Patrick Liebergen, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Henry Purcell,	 Jean-
Philippe Rameau, Camille Saint-Saëns, John Tavener, Piotr Ilitch Tchaïkovski et Antonio Vivaldi. 
Scene elements	: stage light, organ (privileged Baroque inspiration).. 
Price	: from 1,200 ¤ . 

Prices are indicative and given without tax. They do not include any ancillary costs, such as travel, accommodation 
and rental of instruments. 

Orgue	&	Voix	



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	
Our programs 
A Cappella 

Four voices are the most common form of vocal music. However, while it is common to hear them in large ensembles, 
interpretations in reduced numbers are rather rare. This is the whole gamble taken by the Sottovoce Ensemble with 
this A Cappella program, tailor-made for four or five singers who will have on stage no other instrument than their 
own voices. This program was therefore designed to show the diversity of the vocal repertoire. 

From the beginnings of baroque music (Victoria, Byrd, Philipps, Arbeau) to contemporary pieces and recent 
creations (Kelmendi, Paulus), from so-called learned music to vocal jazz (Andrews Sisters), passing by traditional 
tunes ( Simon & Garfungel, The Beatles), "A Cappella" invites you on a great journey through music. 

A timeless moment through the ages, between centuries-old tradition and popular tunes known to all. a journey 
with a thousand resonances that will not leave you speechless! 

Technical elements : 
1H30 with intermission 
Staff of 4 or 5 singers. 
Repertoire	: Pièces by Thoinot Arbeau, Jacques Arcadelt, Adrian Batten, Dmitri Bornianski, Michel Bosc, Ben 
Bram, William Byrd, Bob Chilcott, Ola Gjeilo, Mary Goetze, Memli Kelmendi, Nobuya Monta, Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, Stephen Paulus, Peter Philipps, Henry Purcell, Josquin des Près,	Jean-Philippe Rameau, Maurice 
Ravel, Daryl Runswick, Alessandro Scarlatti, Claudin de Sermisy, Judith Shatin, Andrews Sisters, Charles 
Standford, John Tavener, Mario Thürig, Tomás Luis de Victoria.. 
Éléments plateau	: stage light.. 
Price: from 1, 000 ¤ HT . 

Prices are indicative and given without tax. They do not include any ancillary costs, such as travel, accommodation 
and rental of instruments. 

 

A	Cappella	



 

 
ENSEMBLE SOTTOVOCE	

CONCERTS HISTORICAL 
 
 
2011 – Programme « Premiers Pas » 
16 Avril	: Église Saint-Vincent Ferrier, Vannes 
20 Juillet	: Église de Plumergat – Festival «	Chapelles en Concert	», Auray Tourisme. 
27 Juillet	: Église Saint-Thuriau, Crac’h 
 
2012 – Programme « Musique sacrée & Airs d’opéras » 
07 Août	: Église Notre-Dame, Larmor-Plage 
24 Août	: Église Notre-Dame du Paradis, Hennebont 
25 Août	: Chapelle de Saint-Philibert 
 
2013 – Programme « Romance & Dévotion » 
30 Juillet	: Chapelle Notre-Dame de Pitié, Guidel – Festival des 7 Chapelles en Arts 
29 Septembre	: Chapelle Sainte-Anne, Le Pouliguen – Festival A Nau Voix 
 
2014 – Programme « Tumultes & Rêveries » 
21 Août	: Chapelle de Locoal, Camors 
22 Août	: Église de Servel, Lannion 
25 Août	: Chapelle de Saint-Philibert 
 
2015 – Programme « Au Crépuscule » 
18 Juillet	: Église Notre-Dame des Flots, Le Bono 
19 Juillet	: Église du Sacré-Coeur, Pont-Scorff  
23 Juillet	: Château du Pérennou, Quimper 
29 Juillet	: Église Saint-Pierre, Ploemeur 
30 Juillet	: Église Saint-Pierre, Arradon 
 
2016 – Programme « Sacré Anniversaire » 
22 Juillet	: Église Saint-Pierre, Ploemeur 
23 Juillet	: Église Saint-Thuriau, Crac’h  
29 Juillet	: Église Abbatiale de Saint-Gildas-de-Rhuys 
10 Septembre	: Église Notre-Dame, Étables-sur-mer 
 
2017 – Programme « Horizons » 
12 Août	: Église Saint-Pierre, Ploemeur 
13 Août : Chapelle Saint-Quirin, Brec’h  
18 Août	: Église Saint-Jean du Baly, Lannion 
19 Août	: Chapelle Notre-Dame de la Garde, Lomener 
20 Août	: Église Saint-Gérand, Cléguer 
26 Août	: Église Saint-Pierre, Arradon 
17 Décembre	: Église de Ploeren 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2017-2020 – Programme « A CAPPELLA ». 
16 Septembre 2017	: Monastère des Calvairiennes, Redon, as part of «	journées du patrimoine	» with the patronage of Les 
Musicales de Redon. 
04 Août 2018	: Église de la Salvetat des Carts, Najac, as part of «	folles journées polyphoniques	» festival. 
03 Novembre 2018	: Église Saint-Thuriau, Crac’h 
14 Décembre 2018	: Auditorium de la Médiathèque, Locminé 
28 Avril 2019	: Église de Beslé-sur-Vilaine, as part of «	 Ptits concerts à la campagne	» festival. 
03 Mai 2019	: Centre de Congrès de Saint-Quay-Portrieux, as part of «	Open Music	» festival. 
18 janvier 2020 : Église Saint-Thibault, Mandres-les-Roses. 
 
2019 - 2020 – Programme « Eternal Light ». 
25 Août 2019	: Grange de Kérivin, Ploemel. 
19 janvier 2020	: Église Saint-Merry, Paris. 
 6 juin 2020	:	Chapelle Saint Nicolas de Keryard, Cléguer. 
16 juillet 2020 	: Église Saint-André, Ploemel.  
 
2019 - 2020 – Programme « Orgue & Voix ». 
29 septembre 2019	: Église Sainte-Bernadette, Lorient. 
13 décembre 2020	: Église Sainte-Bernadette, Lorient. 
 
Help us to continue our action! 
Become a patreon of the Sottovoce Ensemble and benefit from exclusive rewards. 
 

 

 

GIVE-US	A	BOOST										ON	THE	PATREON	AND	HELLOASSO	PLATEFORMS.		



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

© Ensemble Sottovoce. 
Photos by Julien Dabadie, Nicolas Fourault, Francis Payol. 
Conception: Tristan Fourault. 
2011-2020, all rights reserved. 



 

FRENCH VOCAL QUARTET 


